Redeﬁning Vulnerability Management
With Vulcan Cyber
Vulcan is modernizing the way enterprises reduce cyber risk. With its remediation-driven approach,
Vulcan automates and orchestrates the vulnerability remediation lifecycle, enabling security,
operational and business teams to eﬀectively remediate cyber risks at scale

So how do we do it?

Handing you a solution
Vulcan Cyber curates the best solution for any given vulnerability,
whether it be a patch, conﬁguration change or workaround

Highlighting the organization’s biggest risks

By prioritizing the vulnerabilities in your organization according to the
true business-risk they pose to your environment, the platform
minimizes workloads and lowers costs

Initiating and orchestrating cross-team remediation workflows

Vulcan Cyber helps establish cross-team alignment by managing and
tracking all the steps in workﬂow from initial discovery to a successful
remediation

Automating the grunt work

By orchestrating the cyber hygiene lifecycle, Vulcan Cyber makes the
repetitive, most time consuming tasks automatic
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Clear Security Posture
The Vulcan platform creates a
clear view to the security posture
of all existing assets in your
organization. The platform
promotes a holistic approach to
vulnerability management,
correlating and enriching the
extracted data and putting it into
context.
As so, Vulcan allows you to focus on the most important assets in your network,
remediating the vulnerabilities that pose the greatest business-risk.

Reports That CISOs Love
Vulcan presents strategic insights into
your risk posture and remediation status,
enabling clear reporting to stakeholders
in the organization. The platform helps
you understand, measure and present a
birds-eye-view into the most crucial
metrics of the organizational risk posture
and your vulnerability management
program’s performance

It allows you to identify your organization’s riskiest areas, focus on what matters most, and
gain insight into systemic risk trends. Remediation-focused metrics expose a unique
perspective into the remediation performance of your team and facilitates optimization.

The Vulcan platform enables security teams to eﬀectively reduce cyber-risk. From
detection to resolution, the platform automates and orchestrates the vulnerability
remediation lifecycle at scale.
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